ICE FLOW VELOCITY MAPPING OF EAST ANTARCTICA FROM 1963 TO 1989
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ABSTRACT:

Long-time serial observation of surface ice flow velocity in Antarctic is a crucial component in estimating the mass balance of Antarctic ice sheet. However, there is a lack of historical continental scale velocity maps of Antarctica before the 1990s. Historical optical images such as ARGON and Landsat images before 1990s are difficult to be used for ice flow velocity mapping, due to the fact that they are mostly not strictly geo-processed (e.g., ortho-rectified) and the image quality is lower than those of recent sensors. This paper presents a systematic framework for developing a surface velocity map of East Antarctica from 1963 to 1989 based on historical ARGON and Landsat images, followed by analysis of spatial-temporal changes of the ice flow velocity in some major glaciers, as well as the dynamic changes. The preliminary comparison with existing products suggests that the glaciers in Wilkes Land experienced an increasing trend with obvious fluctuations during the past ~50 years, while the glaciers near Transantarctic Mountains tended to be stable or slightly fluctuating to a certain degree.

1. INTRODUCTION

To better understand the mechanism of interactions between global climate and Antarctic ice sheet, long-time serial ice flow velocity should be studied. The observation of ice flow plays a significant role in revealing how the ice transports from inland areas to the grounding line and then flows into the sea. What’s more is the surface ice flow velocity in Antarctic is a crucial parameter for quantitative estimating mass balance of Antarctic ice sheet by calculating the ice flux.

Much efforts have been made to acquire ice flow velocity of Antarctica. The earliest method of measuring ice velocity is to use some stakes on the ice sheet, a method that is of high accuracy but not suitable for large areas in Antarctica due to the harsh environment there (Dorrrer et al., 1969; Swihthinbank, 1969). Thereafter, GPS with higher accuracy and portability was utilized in field measurement of ice velocity, but this kind of observation is still limited to smaller regions (Frezzotti et al., 1998; Manson et al., 2000; Urbini et al., 2008). However, application of remote sensing data makes it possible to implement long-range, long-time and large-scale monitoring of Antarctic ice sheet, and the in-situ measurement results (ground truth data) can be compared with the remote sensing results for verification. Two types of remote sensing data including optical data and SAR data are utilized to derive the ice flow velocity. The first one is optical data which can date back to 1963 (Fujii, 1981), which provide large-scale observations based on optical images before Landsat images. In this method, tie points are selected manually between two images taken at different time to calculate ice flow velocity (Lucchitta et al., 1986; Li et al., 2016). Then feature tracking between two optical images is adapted to measure ice flow velocity in Antarctica based on normalization cross-correlation algorithm (Scambos et al. 1992). This method was improved by employing Fourier transform in frequency domain or matching directly based on phase (Reddy et al., 1996). The efficiency of extracting ice displacements from optical images has been enhanced with the improvement of image matching algorithms, and optical images obtained from Landsat satellites launched after 1972 (especially Landsat 7 and Landsat 8) were employed in many studies (Scambos et al., 1992; Whillans et al., 1995; Leprince et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018). Declassified Intelligence Satellite Photographs (DISP) including CORONA, ARGON and LANYARD was classified and used to extract the ice velocity of Larsen B ice shelf, and a parallax decomposition method was utilized to generate the ice flow velocity and DTM at same time from ARGON images in Rayner glacier, giving us an understanding about the ice flow pattern before 1970s (Ruffer, 1995, Liu et al., 2012; Li et al., 2017a; Li et al., 2017b, Ye et al., 2017). Furthermore, ice flow velocity maps covering the entire Antarctica were realized by using Landsat 8 images from 2014 to 2015 (Gardner et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018).

The second remote sensing data source is SAR data, which is of high accuracy and can be used regardless of the cloud and weather condition. Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) technology was applied to extract ice flow velocity by its interference coherence characteristics. D-InSAR technology was also used to detect the velocity in Rutford glacier based on two SAR images with time interval of several days (Goldstein et al., 1993). After that, the first ice flow velocity map of the entire Antarctica was derived based on SAR data acquired during 1996 and 2009 (Rignot et al., 2011). This ice flow velocity map set (MeaSUREs) has been updated by Mouginot et al. and annual velocity d maps were provided based on SAR data like Sentinel-1 and RADARSAT-2 (Mouginot et al., 2017). Most existing ice flow maps were generated after 1990s, leading to our limited understanding of the ice flow evolution over long time series. To identify the influence of climate change on Antarctic ice sheet, long-term observations on the flow velocity are necessary. Therefore, this paper presents compiling
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techniques for East Antarctic ice velocity mapping based on historical optical imagery from 1960s to 1980s and compares the results with those of existing products.

2. METHODS

A complete framework including selecting appropriate image pairs, matching the corresponding points, eliminating the mismatches and mapping the results is proposed in this study (see Figure 1).

![Framework of ice flow velocity mapping based on historical optical images](image1)

**Figure 1.** Framework of ice flow velocity mapping based on historical optical images

### 2.1 Historical optical imagery used to extract ice flow velocity

We used optical images of ARGON (KH-5 satellites) which was operated from February 1961 until August 1964 to extract ice flow velocity in the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Bindschadler et al., 1998). Each image is about 5 inch in size and covers an area of about 540 km × 540 km. Figure 2 shows the coverage of KH-5 9058A and 9059A of ARGON images.

![Coverage of ARGON images, 9058A (a) and 9059A (b)](image2)

**Figure 2.** Coverage of ARGON images, 9058A (a) and 9059A (b)

Kim et al. (2007) used a range of techniques including orthorectification and mosaicking to assemble ARGON images into a map mosaic covering the regions from the coastline to the interior around of the Antarctic continent. The geometric accuracy is approximately equal to the ground resolution of ARGON image which is about 140 m. In this paper, this product is used for ice flow velocity mapping in some areas.

We also used Landsat MSS and TM images in the 70s and 80s to obtain ice motion information. Each Landsat MSS and TM image has a spatial resolution of 60 m and 30 m respectively. All Landsat data downloaded and used in this paper are provided by USGS. The coverage of Landsat images in the 70s and 80s can be seen in Figure 3.

![Coverage of Landsat images in the 70s (a) and 80s (b)](image3)

**Figure 3.** Coverage of Landsat images in the 70s (a) and 80s (b)

### 2.2 Matching methods

#### 2.2.1 Selection of Image Pairs:

The measurement of ice displacement involves different texture features on the surface of ice sheet, so we generally selected the images with little or even no cloud coverage to produce the velocity map. In addition, to better match two images and track ice mass displacements, the time interval between the two images should also be taken into account. It is optimal to control ice displacements in the images within 5-15 pixels (Li et al., 2018). For example, given the resolution of 60m, for areas with fast ice flow (such as more than 600 m yr⁻¹), image pairs with a time interval of around 1 year would be suitable. For areas with slower ice flow velocity, a longer interval may be needed.

#### 2.2.2 Matching methods:

Before matching, Adaptive Histogram Equalization, Median Filter, Wallis Adaptive Filter, etc. are selectively used to de-noise and enhance the images to improve the probability of matching success, and all of the images have been ortho-rectified to meet the requirement that the calibration errors are within one pixel. Then two matching methods are adopted to cope with different image pairs, e.g., feature & grid-based image matching with constraints for Landsat image pairs or ARGON and Landsat image pairs, and the parallax decomposition method for ARGON image pairs in epipolar image space (Li et al., 2017b; Ye et al., 2017).

### 2.3 Estimation of the uncertainties

The uncertainties of ice flow velocity stem from the calibration error of images and feature matching error between two images, and the errors are affected greatly by the resolution of images. Based on the assumption that these two errors are independent and taking time intervals into consideration, the total error can be calculated by the error propagation function.

### 2.4 Ice flow velocity mapping

After gaining numerous matching points, interpolation enables us to obtain a continuous surface of ice flow field and then produce an ice flow velocity map. Here, we chose Kriging and Natural Neighbour algorithms to complete interpolation. Kriging interpolation features a solid theoretical basis and it can help to obtain the pattern of ice flow velocity with relatively small prediction errors (Oliver et al., 1990), despite the fact that this method sometimes is time-consuming because of high total number of input points and the function involved needs to be selected based on experience. Nature Neighbour interpolation is based on a simple principle that the predicted value is affected by the closest subsets of existing points, and this method is suitable and time-effective when there are numerous input points (Childs,
For different areas with different points amount and ice flow velocity pattern, we chose the more suitable interpolation methods according their characteristics to interpolate.

The final step of the process is to mosaic the results from different data sources, which involve various sensors, resolutions and time periods. Generally, image pairs with similar time intervals were used to complete the mapping for adjacent regions with certain ice flow velocity. Ice flow velocity maps using matching points from different data sources are required to overlap margins between areas. The individual maps can be mosaicked into the overall map only when the inconsistencies in the margins are sufficiently small to ensure a high quality of the product (Li et al., 2018).

3. ICE FLOW MAP OF EAST ANTARCTICA FROM 1960S-1980S

We used the optical images between 1960 and 1989 from ARGON, including the images and a mosaic (Kim, 2007), and LANDSAT images to develop ice surface velocity map for the entire East Antarctica (except for areas where the latitude is greater than 82 degrees and outside the Landsat coverage) and have finished about 85% of the entire area. In addition to these optical images, Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctic (LIMA) and the RADARSAT Antarctic Mapping Project (RAMP) digital elevation model were also used to ortho-rectify these images.

The resolution of this velocity map is 500 m, which was given by average point density in the whole region. This map was completed by using LANDSAT 1-5 image pairs and image pairs combined by ARGON and LANDSAT images. The time span of each image pair varies from less than 365 days to more than 10 years and the velocity on this map represents the average velocity (the unit is meters per year) during the time period.

The precision of ice flow velocity measurements varies with the sensor, geographical location, and time period of the image pair used. The main sources of errors in this velocity map are the calibration of images and the feature matching. According to the statistical results of manual inspection based on obvious surface features on the ice sheet, the accuracy of the estimated ice displacement from different data sources is shown in Table 1 where image pairs are combined using ARGON, MSS and TM LANDSAT images. The error of the estimated ice flow velocity is the total error divided by the time interval of the image pair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Image pair</th>
<th>Georeferencing Error</th>
<th>Matching Error</th>
<th>Total Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARGON &amp; ARGON</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARGON &amp; MSS</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSAT MSS</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSAT MSS &amp; TM</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSAT TM</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The uncertainties of different image types

The whole ice flow velocity map is consisted by submaps generated from different types of image pairs. Ice flows from the inland area to the coastal area driven by the gravity, and the velocity is relatively small in high latitude regions and around the ice divide. In this map, areas with velocity less than 50 m yr\(^{-1}\) are about 6 million km\(^2\), which accounts for more than 85% of the East Antarctic. The ice starts to deform around the ice divides and then deformational velocity is produced, while basal slip gradually increases towards the sea and becomes an important contributor of the surface flow velocity. The ice flows through the grounding line and discharges from glacier outlets, and these areas with ice flow velocity greater than 50 m yr\(^{-1}\) account for only ~12 percent of the entire East Antarctic.

4. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING ICE FLOW VELOCITY PRODUCTS

Shen et al. (2018) estimated the ice discharge of Antarctica in 2007-2009, 2014 and 2015 and found an acceleration of ice speed in Wilkes Land, East Antarctica, and Gardner et al. (2017) concluded that ice draining from the whole East Antarctica was relatively constant over the ~7 years while the mass loss of West Antarctic Ice Sheet has been increased. We profiled the above-mentioned four velocity maps at major glacier outlets and analysed potential trends from 1963 to 2016. Figure 4 shows the possible velocity trends at different glaciers with different colors, and the lines represent the position of each profile. With the speed rising or falling, the point is marked as increased (red) or decreased (blue); if the change is small and within the error range shown in Table 1, the point is set to white; if the speed fluctuates during this period, the point will be green. According to Figure 4, the obvious fluctuation occurred in the glaciers in Wilkes Land, East Antarctica, including Totten glacier, Dibble glacier and Cook glacier. These glaciers are generally small in size, and thus more vulnerable to ocean forces and climate change to a certain extent. Ice flow speeds of Shackleton Ice Shelf and Moscow glacier have increased, while Amery Ice Shelf, the third largest ice shelf in Antarctica, experienced an unchanged period. Byrd glacier and David glacier near Transantarctic Mountains showed a steady and slight fluctuating trend respectively during this time.
In addition, there were fluctuating trends in the speeds of Filchner Ice Shelf and Brunt glacier around Weddell Sea, compared with a slight decrease in the speed of the glaciers in Queen Maud Land like Fimbul glacier.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a systematic framework is proposed to generate ice surface velocity maps based on historical ARGON and Landsat images, and a 1960s-1980s ice flow velocity map of the entire East Antarctic is produced (85%) for the first time. Comparing this preliminary map with other existing products, we analysed the spatial-temporal changes of the ice flow velocity in some major glaciers and the dynamic change of Antarctic ice sheet over several decades. The preliminary comparison with existing products suggests that the speed of the glaciers in Wilkes Land experienced an obvious fluctuation or an increasing trend during ~50 years, while the glaciers near Transantarctic Mountains tended to be stable or slightly fluctuating to a certain degree.
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